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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONDuring the past several years, the network distane esti-mation problem gains inreasing popularity beause of theobvious bene�t to many appliations. Espeially, many Eu-lidean spae based shemes have been proposed. Eventhough their overall auray is high, the relative errors arelarger than 0.25 for more than 20 % of the estimations ([3℄).It is also well known that the auray does not improvemuh as the number of dimensions inreases beyond 7 or 8.We think that the intrinsi disrepany between the Inter-net topology and the Eulidean spae model may prohibitfurther improvement in the auray.To redue the disrepany between the model and the In-ternet topology, we propose to use a topology based modelinstead of the Eulidean spae based model. In short, weonstrut a simpli�ed topology and map the Internet hoststo the nodes of the simpli�ed topology suh that the dis-tanes between hosts are preserved as muh as possible. Themain bene�ts of the topology based model are three folds.First, the topology an be extended as the required aurayinreases. With a more detailed topology, we may be ableto ahieve a better auray. In the Eulidean spae ase,even though the number of dimensions inreases, the au-ray may not improve as muh. Seond, the topology is easyto be augmented with other properties suh as bandwidthand loss. Third, distane hanges an be adapted easilybeause many distane hanges might be aused by the dis-tane hanges of a few links in the Internet. By hangingthe distanes in the orresponding links on the model, wean adapt the hanges among a large number of hosts.One extreme topology based model is the Internet topol-ogy itself. Network distane estimation is trivial with theInternet topology beause the estimated distane betweentwo nodes is just the sum of the delays of the links on thepath. However, even though there are many topology dis-overy shemes, it is still hard, if not impossible, to get anaurate topology. Thus, our motivation is whether we anuse a simpli�ed topology to model the Internet without loos-ing muh auray.
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In this paper, we propose a new topology based modelalled Virtual Topology. Virtual Topology is basially amesh star topology. Virtual Topology onsists of speialnodes, alled virtual traers, with the distanes among them-selves. Eah Internet host has one virtual traer that it be-longs to. It should be noted that the virtual traer does notrepresent any physial router or host in the Internet. Thedistane between two hosts is estimated by the sum of thedistanes from the two hosts to the orresponding virtualtraers and the distane between the two virtual traers. Inshort, the Internet is simpli�ed to be a mesh star topology.Virtual Topology is similar to IDMaps ([2℄). However, itdi�ers in that Virtual Topology does not use the physialtraers. By using virtual traers, the errors introdued bythe aess links of the physial traers an be easily elimi-nated. Virtual Topology model is also similar to the heightvetor model in Vivaldi ([1℄) in that the distane from a hostto the virtual traer an be onsidered as a height. However,in Virtual Topology, the hosts are fored to have the heights(distanes) to the virtual traers while, in Vivaldi, the heightdepends on the optimization proess. In the following se-tions, we provide the algorithms to ompute the distanesamong the virtual traers and the distanes from the hoststo the orresponding virtual traers.
2. VIRTUAL TOPOLOGY MODELTo onstrut the Virtual Topology, we use a distane ma-trix D = (dij), where dij is the distane between host i andj. In the next setion, we provide a sampling based sal-able algorithm that does not use D so that the model anbe used in pratie. We assume that the hosts are groupedinto lusters. Eah luster has one virtual traer. We showhow to luster the hosts in the next setion. Let (i) be hosti's luster. Let v() be the virtual traer of the luster .Let xi be the distane from host i to v((i)), i.e., the virtualtraer of host i's luster. Let lv()v(0) be the distane fromv() to v(0). It should be noted that xi+ lv((i))v((j))+xj isthe estimated distane between host i and host j. The mainquestion is how to ompute xi's and lv((i))v((j))'s based onD suh that the estimation errors are minimized.We divide the proedure into two steps. First, we omputexi's and then ompute lv((i))v((j))'s. We have the followinglinear equation for eah pair of hosts in eah luster.xi + xj = dij ; for i < j (1)In a matrix formulation, (1) beomesAx = d; (2)



where eah row of A represents a pair of hosts i and j suhthat only the ith olumn and jth olumn have 1 and othershave 0. Eah row of d ontains the distane between theorresponding host pair. Sine we have n(n�1)2 suh hostpairs for n hosts, A is a n(n�1)2 � n matrix, x is a n � 1vetor, and d is a n(n�1)2 � 1 vetor. Sine A is not a squarematrix, we use linear least square method to solve x̂, theleast square solution of x, as follows.ATAx̂ = ATd (3)x̂ = (ATA)�1ATd (4)The solution x̂ minimizes jjd � Axjj2. To be omplete, forn = 1 ase, x̂ = (0). For n = 2 ase, x̂ = ( dij2 ; dij2 )T .After we ompute all xi's, we an ompute lv()v(0) fora luster pair  and 0 in a similar way. Fortunately, thesolution is as simple as (5).lv()v(0) = Pi2Pj20(dij � xi � xj)jjj0j ; (5)where jj is the number of hosts in luster .Now, we ompare the performane of the (Centralized)Virtual Topology (CVT) with GNP, Virtual Landmark ([4℄),and IDMaps. Fig. 1 shows the 50th, 70th, and 90th per-entiles of relative errors with di�erent methods over dif-ferent data sets. PL, King, NLANR are real distane mea-surement data sets and 18CL is a syntheti data set froma 2 level topology that has 18 ASes. \VL All" representsthe VL method of using all the hosts as landmarks. Asan be expeted, CVT shows muh higher performane thanIDMaps. CVT shows omparable performane as GNP andbetter performane than Virtual Landmarks. It should benoted that CVT is good espeially in a lustered data setsuh as 18CL.
3. DISTANCE ESTIMATION SYSTEMThe virtual topology model desribed in setion 2 requiresthe distanes among all the hosts. To ome up with a sal-able algorithm, we use a sampling based approah. As anbe seen in (5), the distane between the virtual traers isomputed by the average of (dij�xi�xj) for all pairs. Theaverage of sampled pairs an be used as the real average. Ina similar way, in (2), instead of using all the rows of A, wean use only a subset of rows to ompute x̂. Based on thisbasi intuition of the sampling based method, we propose asalable distane estimation system.For lustering the hosts, multiple landmarks are plaedaround the Internet. When a new host joins the system, thehost measures the distanes to the landmarks and onsidersthe losest landmark as the luster id. The tuple, <lusterid, host>, is maintained in the servers alled Distane Infor-mation Server (DIS). Eah host measures the distanes to asmall number of hosts in the same luster and a small num-ber of hosts in other lusters. DISes provide the list of suhhosts. Then, the host informs the measured distanes to aDIS. DISes share the information among themselves. DISomputes the distanes among the virtual traers based onthe given sampled distanes. The hosts an query the dis-tanes to DIS. Even with �xed number of measurementsfrom eah host, sine the number of sample distanes in-reases as the number of joining hosts inreases, the sam-pling based approah would be omparable to CVT in a
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Figure 1: 50th, 70th, and 90th perentiles of rel-ative errors with di�erent methods over di�erentdata sets. Dimension=7 and 18-20 landmarks areused for GNP and VLs.steady state. We plan to evaluate the performane of thisapproah in the future.
4. CONCLUSIONIn this paper, we provide a virtual topology based systemfor network distane estimation. The new system improvesthe performane of IDMaps. The topology onstrution isdone by the linear least square method. The topology in thissystem is a simple mesh star topology, where virtual tra-ers form a full mesh and hosts form the star topology withthe virtual traer in the enter. This basi sheme an beextended by using any arbitrary shaped topology. We planto evaluate this sheme further and investigate the feasibil-ity for using arbitrary topologies. More information an befound at \http://www.s.umn.edu/researh/networking/vit".
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